
 

Cape Removals rated one of SA's top 3 moving companies

South Africans have spoken: Cape Removals is ranked tops among 500 movers for services, efficiency, best
communication, professionalism, and punctuality for local and national furniture removals.

162 reviews. A full 10 out of 10 for TrustIndex. And 83 ranking for “very likely” to recommend Cape Removals as the moving
company of choice in SA! Cape Removals has been voted one of SA’s top three furniture removalists by South Africans.

This via SA’s largest and best-known independent watchdog site, HelloPeter, who awarded Cape Removals a full 10 score
in their TrustIndex – the highest possible rating for any removals company.

Voted top 3 for removals in SA

According to SA’s most trusted independent consumer watchdog site, HelloPeter, Cape Removals is one of SA’s best
movers – see their verified summary here: https://www.hellopeter.com/cape-removals. And this puts Cape Removals in the
top three in SA’s removals industry – see here: https://www.hellopeter.com/industries/removals.

Some 162 South Africans have voted with their reviews to put Cape Removals tops over roughly 500 moving companies
listed with HelloPeter, which prompted the site to award Cape Removals a TrustIndex score of 10, making it one of only two
SA movers to achieve max rating for efficiency and service in furniture removals nationwide.

Out of the total of 7,940 reviews, of over 500 removers, Cape Removals received so many positive five- and four-star
reviews that HelloPeter also awarded it a score of 83 likelihood of customers recommending it to other South Africans.

“Removals is a competitive sector, and standing out means giving the best service and doing the job right every time,” says
Cape Removals owner and founder Bradley Moore. “Everything we do is geared to eliminate or at the very least limit the
stress of moving.”

What South African reviewers say about Cape Removals

“We received excellent service from Cape Removals from the efficient and prompt responses in the office to the furniture
removals truck. Collection and delivery went smoothly, with punctual arrivals and professional handling of furniture. I would
not hesitate to use this company again.”
– Caryn M

“Excellent service! I received the best service from the Cape Removal team, such friendly and efficient staff. I would highly
recommend them for any move.” 
– Lisa

“Overall Excellent Service & Great Price! Great Service!!! Definitely using them in the future. Thank you guys!” 
– Bev

“Great service and better price! Cape Removals assisted with a move from Durbanville to Somerset West. The team was on
time and very efficient in the moving operations. Thank you team.” 
– Warren

Cape Removals' services
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Specialising in local and national moves to and from anywhere in South Africa, Cape Removals has for over 12 years
delivered unparalleled home and office moving, packing, transport, furniture storage, movers’ insurance, assembling, and
disassembling of furniture – and provide super-fast and efficient online furniture removals quotes.

The whole idea is that you get your quote fast, so you can compare, make better decisions and choose what’s best for you
and your next move. And, if being rated one of SA’s best is anything to go by, it means the Cape Removals formula really
works.

Discover for yourself why Cape Removals is rated as one of SA’s top moving companies.

Storage Chief has come to the forefront of removals and storage facilities in early 2022, thanks to the infrastructure and
proficiency of both Biggles Removals as well as SAFR Group. Should you need to store your office or household
belongings for a short- or long-term period, Storage Chief will manage the entire process from start to finish, including
redelivery to your new home. Whether you are renovating your home, or moving across the country, we can assist you
with all your needs. 
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SAFR 's Objective is to provide the best and most efficient furniture removals and storage for our local and
national SA clients.
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